PROFILE NAME: LTCFS-DATA Fed

DIVISION RESPONSIBLE: DPH

PROFILE TYPE: E – Sum Sufficient

CONTRACT TYPE: Other

REIMBURSEMENT PERCENTAGE: 100.000

LIMITATIONS: N/A

EXPENSES ROLL TO THIS PROFILE FROM: N/A

EXPENSES ROLL FROM THIS PROFILE TO: 65856

EXPENSES ALLOCATE TO THIS PROFILE FROM: 65855

EXPENSES ALLOCATE FROM THIS PROFILE TO: N/A

CATALOG OF FEDERAL DOMESTIC ASSISTANCE (CFDA) NUMBER: 93.778

PROFILE DESCRIPTION: ADRC’s perform activities for which CMS approved DHS to claim 75FFP. These activities include Long Term Care Functional Screens (LTCFS) and Medicaid application data gathering. Expenses reported to 065855 allocate 75% to 65856(FED) and 25% to 065858(GPR). Expenses allocated to 065858 then roll to 065859 for purposes of GPR contract to control.